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ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES Introduce children to the concept of ivory 
and smuggling, increase English language 
skills and help children think about 
the extinction of elephants.

PREP & 
TIMING 
GUIDE

Teacher to lead or support guided reading of Act I of the play or text chapters 1–7.

• Teachers may read the book chapters 1–7 with younger children or use An Elephant for 
Breakfast: A Play as part of a shared reading exercise

• Older pupils may do the shared reading exercise, selecting pupils to read chapters 1–7

Take time to introduce new vocabulary throughout Act I and beyond. For example, at 
the end of scene 1 – ask children what does Cacophony mean? In the book text, re-read 
paragraph 2 on page 13. You could:

1. Ask children to guess the meaning from the context.
2. Ask children if they can make a cacophony (kids can make discordant sounds using 

voice, hands drumming on desks, feet tapping etc.).
3. Ask children to look in a dictionary – find the definition – a harsh discordant 

inharmonious mixture of sounds.
4. Consider the origins of the word.

Introduce new 
vocabulary
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TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Exercise 1:  Discuss new words

ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Read back cover of An Elephant for Breakfast and discuss what the story’s about.

Form a reading circle. At the start of each scene choose the children who will read (see list 
below). For a class of 34 children, each will have one turn. For smaller classes, keep going 
around the circle and some children will read twice, and for bigger classes change readers 
mid-scene. Teacher/strong reader is narrator. 

Scene 1 Choose first 3 children to be Bella, Lucky (non reading part – acts as the family 
dog) and Johnny.

Scene 2 Choose next 6 children to be Rose, Freddie (good for a less able reader), Tom, 
Bella, Johnny and Mother.

What’s it about?

Guided reading
An Elephant for 
Breakfast: A Play

Exercise 2:  What is wildlife crime?

Exercise 1: Allow 5 minutes per scene to discuss new words

Exercise 2: Allow 30-60 minutes for reading play; allow 30–60 minutes for questions, answers 
and plenary. Timings depend on children’s ability and how deeply you decide to explore the 
issues.

Resources:
• An Elephant for Breakfast: A Play – Act I (pdf)
• An Elephant for Breakfast: text chapters 1–7 (pdf)



ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Scene 3 Choose next 7 children to be Tom, Bella, Father (good for a less able reader), 
Mother, Rose, Freddie and Johnny.

Discuss as a group: How would you feel to receive this box?

Scene 4 Choose next 7 children to be Mother,  Freddie, Tom, Rose, Bella, Johnny, Father 
(good for a very strong reader).

Scene 5 Choose next 2 children to be Uncle Cosmo and Josephine. 

Scene 6 Choose next 9 children to be Johnny, Rose, Tom (good for a less able reader), 
Uncle Crispin, Aunt Lily, Rose, Bella, Father and Freddie (good for a less able reader).

Discuss as a group: Have your feelings changed about receiving this box?

Lead a class discussion on Africa, elephants and ivory:
• Africa What do you buy from Africa? What animals come from Africa? 
• Elephants Where do elephants come from? What does it mean to be extinct? Why 

did the author call the story An Elephant for Breakfast?
• Ivory Where does ivory come from? Who uses ivory? Who needs ivory? How do 

humans get ivory?

Lead a class discussion on illegal wildlife crime:
• Why were Uncle Rupert and Uncle Crispin worried about Uncle Cosmo?
• What is poaching?
• What is smuggling?
• Is it legal to buy and sell ivory?
• Who would buy or sell ivory?
• Where is the majority of ivory traded?
• If it is illegal, why might people still trade ivory?

Guided reading
An Elephant for 
Breakfast: A Play
(cont’d)

Q&A 

Plenary 
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AFRICA

What do you buy that comes from Africa? Africa has a great deal of natural resources (gold, diamonds, metals and 
minerals), and produces food (fruit, vegetables, corn and sugar). Ask children to think about what the characters said: 
what did Bella say? (diamonds and gold); what did Johnny say? (baby elephant); what did Tom say? (leopard); what 
did Freddie say? (lion). What else could come from Africa?  

Which animals come from Africa? Other animals mentioned include baboons, hippos, elephants, lions and leopards.

ELEPHANTS

Where do elephants come from? Africa and Asia.

What does it mean to be extinct? No more of its kind left.

Why did the author call the story An Elephant for Breakfast? 
 
A supporting quote, p22: ‘Heavy, but not that heavy,’ said Johnny, taking the implements from his sister. ‘I think it’s a 
baby elephant that we can climb on. Imagine: an elephant for breakfast. What a distinguished visitor.’

At the end of the story, pupils may reflect on:

A literal interpretation of the title would mean that an elephant really does come for breakfast.

Facts for supporting discussions 
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ELEPHANTS (cont’d)
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A metaphor – alternatively, it may be representative or symbolic of something else. For example, is it symbolic of 
the current human treatment of elephants? To ‘eat something for breakfast’ is to defeat something easily; in our 
times, the human race is defeating entire species, like the elephant, and the title could be a metaphor for this. 

IVORY

Where does ivory come from? Most commonly African and Asian elephants. But also from mammoth fossils, 
whales, narwhals, hippopotamuses and walruses. A supporting quote: 

p45: ‘Uncle Crispin laughed. ‘A Tooth? Nothing has teeth that size, even in Africa! And the dinosaurs are extinct. 
Stop kidding, Rupert!’ Father didn’t laugh. ‘Elephants have tusks. That looks like the end of a dirty ivory tusk…’ 

Who uses ivory? Elephants: for digging, debarking trees, lifting, fighting and protecting their trunk and their 
calves. Humans: for carvings, inlaid furniture, weapons, religious symbols (e.g. crucifix or carved deity), musical 
instruments and ornaments. In ancient India elephants were employed in warfare (c500 BC). Prehistoric carving is 
the oldest known figurative art – examples date back 35,000 years and use mammoth tusk. More about ancient 
carving: https://on.natgeo.com/2SQztZH

Who needs ivory? Only elephants. Humans can use plastic and since 1956 Mr Steinway invented a special ivory 
plastic for his piano keys. In 1956, Steinway along with other American piano manufacturers all agreed to abandon 
ivory and start using plastic for keys. It is so good that you cannot tell the difference between ivory keys and plastic 
keys with the naked eye.

How do humans get ivory? They kill elephants. 

WILDLIFE CRIME

Why were Uncle Rupert and Uncle Crispin worried about Uncle Cosmo? He may be involved in poaching 
elephants and smuggling ivory.

What is poaching? Illegal hunting or capturing of wild animals. In contrast, stealing domestic animals (eg, cattle 
raiding, sheep rustling) classifies as theft, not poaching.

What is smuggling? Illegally transporting goods across borders.

Is it legal to buy and sell ivory? In 1989 there was an international declaration asking countries to make it illegal 
to buy and sell ivory. Countries make laws to ban buying and selling of ivory, but sometimes this is not a complete 
ban, and some restricted sales are permitted, such as antique ivory.  

Since 1989, the CITES declaration asked countries to make it illegal to buy and sell ivory. (CITES is the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.) This is an international agreement between 
governments that came into force in 1975. The National Ivory Action Plans (NIAPs) are developed in compliance 
with recommendations by the CITES standing committee. More about this issue: https://cites.org/eng/niaps

Who would buy or sell ivory? See National Geographic: https://bit.ly/2NJjPt8. The full research for advanced 
pupils: https://bit.ly/1j85QMV 

Where is the majority of ivory traded?

China – Banned trade in ivory in January 2018. China was the largest market for ivory. More about this issue: 
https://bit.ly/2SwMk3K. China banned rhino horn for 25 years. However, in October 2018, the government notice 
said, ‘rhino horns and tiger bones used in medical research or in healing can only be obtained from farmed rhinos 
and tigers, not including those raised in zoos’.

Hong Kong – It is still legal to trade in ivory in Hong Kong. On 31 January 2018, Hong Kong voted to ban the 
trade in ivory, and sales will be gradually phased out by 2021. It is considered the world’s largest ivory market. 
Hong Kong plays an important role in wildlife crime, accounting for around a fifth of all global ivory seizures, and 
nearly half of all pangolins seized in the last decade. More about this issue: https://bit.ly/2NaUyIW
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USA – In July 2016, the USA adopted a federal level 100 year rolling ivory ban, which means that any item will 
become legal to trade with time.  Some states, such as California and New York, have set far tougher restrictions.  
The USA is the world’s second largest market for ivory. For more on the US trade: https://bit.ly/2NbiVWR and 
https://bit.ly/2trlV8A

UK – The Ivory Act 2018 will make it illegal to buy and sell ivory. Only items meeting one of five narrow 
exemptions will be legal to buy or sell. The five exemptions are for: items made before 1947 that contain less 
than 10% ivory by volume; musical instruments made before 1975 with less than 20% ivory by volume; portrait 
miniatures (small paintings on thin sliver of ivory) made before 1918; sales to and between accredited museums 
and items made before 1918 of outstanding artistic, cultural or historical value and importance.  

For more on the Ivory Act 2018: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/world-leading-uk-ivory-bill-becomes-law--2 

If it is illegal, why might people still trade ivory? There are three key reasons: money, poverty and organised 
crime. A supporting quote, p66: ‘I think we both know why,’ said Mother. ‘There’s a lot of money in ivory.’  
 
Money – A number of people make money from trading ivory. It must pass through many hands to reach the end 
consumer. For example, there are the different people who touch the ivory as it travels around the world. Firstly, 
the person who arranges to kill the elephant; secondly, the poacher who kills the elephant; thirdly, the person 
who transports it out of Africa; fourthly, the bribed security/border agents turning a blind eye at ports; fifthly, the 
factories/people who make luxury goods still using and selling ivory; and sixthly, the end consumer buying ivory.
 
Poverty – The World Bank says that the cost of environmental crime to developing countries is estimated to be 
more than $70 billion a year (World Bank 2014). In developing countries, such as Africa, people can decide what 
they want to sell too. It may not be the best choice for local communities to kill endangered animals that attract 
tourists. It is known that endangered species boosts local economies in Africa. For example, an elephant alive 
helps boost the economy with tourism by 371%. More about this issue: https://bit.ly/2N5nbaa 

These communities have a number of alternative options to create an income, such as farming chickens or other 
animals, or tourism, where visitors pay to see the animals in their natural environments.
 
Organised crime – Illegal wildlife trade is the fourth biggest transnational crime, after drugs, weapons and human 
trafficking. The criminals who run this trade do more damage to wildlife: they use corrupt officials and agencies to 
undermine sustainable development and the rule of law, which damages the growth of sustainable development. 

Criminal gangs make up to $23 (£17) billion a year exploiting poor and developing countries. Countries, charities 
and companies are fighting this crime, and many believe in zero tolerance of illegal wildlife trade. 
There is still a trade in ivory because people buy items with ivory in them, or that are made from solid ivory.  

Sometimes consumers are uneducated and do not realise that an elephant has been killed for its ivory tusks. For 
example, in the USA, people might buy a high-end luxury musical instrument, like a guitar, with its frets or position 
markers made of ivory; or modern inlaid furniture made to look old; or consider a tusk on the wall 
as a trophy or a thing of beauty. 

In contrast, in China there is an ancient tradition of carving ivory into very ornate decoration. There are wealthy 
collectors who see only the beauty, and not the ugly side of killing the elephant for its ivory.
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ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES Activities include chapter reading 
(including developing new vocabulary) and 
a group reading exercise and an activity 
to weigh up the evidence, and to debate 
who smuggled the ivory and why.

PREP & 
TIMING
GUIDE

Teacher to lead or support guided reading of Act I of the play or text chapters 1–7. To 
cover three chapters a day, allow 10 minutes reading time.

• For younger pupils, teacher-led or pupil reading may cover two or three chapters a day    
(5–10 minutes) 

• For older pupils, teacher can choose a different student each day to read one chapter, or 
set as homework

Exercise 1: Allow 5 minutes per chapter.

Exercise 2: After reading chapters 8–25, allow 1 hour for group work and presentation.

Resources:
• An Elephant for Breakfast: A Play – Act 2 (pdf)  

At the end of each chapter, take time out to introduce new vocabulary. See Part 1, 
exercise 1 (p2) for suggestions for introducing new words. 

Introduce new 
vocabulary

Part 2 
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TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Exercise 1:  Discuss new words

ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Ask children to write on a piece of paper who they suspect smuggled ivory (up to 5 
different possibilities, although they may not suspect all. Please keep with the characters 
the children suspect, otherwise it could spoil the last chapter, some groups may identify 
up to 5 characters).

Ask children to create groups based of people with the same character. As a group, they 
should find evidence in support of the characters guilt, and against. 

• For younger pupils: have pupils create groups. Each groups should identify one 
suspect and find evidence, both for and against, on who smuggled the ivory.

• For older pupils: break children into groups. Each group should identify suspects, 
provide reasons and find supporting evidence in the text.

As the groups work, explain to groups the difference between circumstantial evidence, 
direct evidence and character evidence.

Have groups present their evidence to the class.

Identify suspects

Gather evidence
(group work)

Present evidence

Exercise 2:  Who is smuggling the ivory?



 

1&2 The policemen: PLUMB and GRIMBLE 

Evidence for: they are looking for the chocolate. Why would two adults hunt for chocolate? Question – do they 
know about the ivory?

A supporting quote, p88: ‘Chocolate!’ PC Everest growled at the children. ‘Where is it?’

Evidence against: there is some evidence that they are working for someone else. Could there be a Queen or 
Kingpin? Who are Plumb and Grimble working for?  

A supporting quote, p117: ‘We could not help it. See, it was the Blackbird who made us do it,’ mumbled George.

3 JOSEPHINE

Evidence for: She wears a bracelet in the shape of a blackbird. There are several warnings about a blackbird.

A supporting quote, p51: ‘Beware the Blackbird.’

Evidence against: circumstantial evidence allows for more than one explanation to conclude a fact. In the case 
of a bracelet, women do wear bracelets, often, and that does not make them ivory smugglers. Direct evidence 
directly shows someone’s guilt. For example, direct evidence would be if someone had seen or heard someone 
hiding the ivory. In this case, there is no direct evidence that Josephine is involved.

4 UNCLE COSMO

Evidence for: the ivory was in the chocolate. The chocolate was made by Uncle Cosmo’s factory. Uncle Cosmo 
posted the parcel – the label was in his handwriting. Uncle Cosmo also included personal presents (coffee and tea) 
for his brothers and sisters in law, so it is clear he sent the present.  

A supporting quote, p46: ‘You just need to look at the label, it has to be Cosmo that sent it.’ Father looked at the 
box again. It had clearly been sent by Uncle Cosmo: he had even thought to include their favourite tea and coffee, 
remembered Father. 

Evidence against: character evidence is evidence of someone’s general behaviour. Mother gave character 
evidence in support of Uncle Cosmo on p49: ‘Cosmo would never touch an elephant, let alone be involved in the 
export of ivory,’ Mother scolded.

5 SIR REGINALD ASHURST

Evidence for: he often visited his niece at the factory. He came laden with ‘presents’. He was rumoured to own a 
Blackbird spy plane.

A supporting quote, p138-9: ‘Now what about her uncle, … He often visited his niece at the factory in the late 
afternoon…he often arrived laden with presents for his niece.’

Evidence against: the evidence is only based on a rumour about a plane. Visiting your niece is not direct evidence 
of ivory smuggling.   

NB – Please don’t include this suspect unless students independently guess Sir Reginald Ashurst

7

Suggested answers for exercise 2 

Potential 
suspects
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Uncle Cosmo 
and Josephine



OBJECTIVES Give children multiple perspectives on 
the illegal wildlife trade, and a strong 
foundation for a classroom debate on 
extinction. The exercises include group 
activities, analysing evidence using the 
characters within the story.

PREP & 
TIMING
GUIDE

Teacher to lead or support guided reading of Act 3 of the play or text chapters 26–27. 
To cover two chapters, allow 20 minutes.

• For younger pupils, teacher to read chapters 26–27 to class.
• For older pupils, teacher can choose a different student to read chapters 26–27.

Exercises 1–5: Allow 1 hour each.

Resources:
• An Elephant for Breakfast: A Play – Act 3 (pdf)

Part 3 
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ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Divide the class into 3 different groups (keep groups small with 4 to 6 students in the 
group, if necessary give the same topic to more than one group). 

Give each group one of the 3 ‘perspectives’ to work on (see below). Each group should:
1. Present the topic – explaining the issue and who has power to stop the illegal wildlife 

trade
2. Find supporting evidence/quotes from the text to support their position
3. Conclude on the group’s overall opinion

The division 
of power

Exercise 1:  Who has the power to stop the illegal wildlife trade?

ONE WORLD
 
If we work together we can avoid the tragedy of the commons. The tragedy of the commons is where individually 
the contribution of one person does not impact on the outcome, but collectively it does. For example, if there is 
a river, and one house on the river puts all their waste into the river, this household’s waste does not pollute the 
river, but if every house along the river does the same, then the river becomes polluted. In terms of ivory, one small 
bracelet by itself does not lead to the extinction of the elephants. But if many people buy a bracelet, an ornament, 
a tusk, a piece of furniture or a musical instrument inlaid with ivory then the elephants will become extinct very 
quickly.

Who in the story represents this viewpoint? Bella  

A supporting quote, p149: ‘Surely,’ said Mother, in a conciliatory tone, ‘one small bracelet doesn’t make a 
difference.’ ‘But that’s just it,’ said Bella stridently. ‘On this issue it does make a massive difference. It’s our 
collective decision that matters!’

Who can stop the IWT? 3 perspectives  

In this activity, pupils consider different perspectives on who might be able to stop the illegal wildlife trade.



CULTURAL VALUES

Humans have been carving ivory for years. It is woven into the very fabric of society.  

Who in the story represents this viewpoint? Josephine  

Supporting quotes, pp149–50: ‘But Bella people have been carving beautiful objects from tusks since the ice 
ages,’ said Josephine. ‘It’s part of human culture.’

p156: ‘But it is not so very long ago that we held similar views,’ said Josephine. ‘When I was a child and lived 
in Edinburgh, I remember there was an old ivory book cover called Barbreck’s Bone in the National Museum of 
Scotland. The good people of Argyll used to believe it could cure madness.’

Over time, cultures change. In Scotland, views on how to cure madness have changed. No one in the United 
Kingdom would now believe if they held an ivory object, like Barbreck’s Bone, that they would be cured of 
madness. 

Other cultures also change their views on animal parts. For example, for thousands of years the Chinese have 
carved ivory. In January 2018, the Chinese government banned the trade in ivory. Also in China, in 2018, 
Daoists (the leading Chinese religion) say, ‘No rhino horn. No ivory. No killing pangolins.’ Daoist leadership have 
announced its latest long-term environmental plan is that Chinese medicine should never use endangered animal 
parts and discourage the sale of endangered animals for Chinese medicine. 

Using animal parts for Chinese Traditional Medicine is a modern invention, traditional medicine from 100 years ago 
used plants and herbs, not animal parts. Many Daoists monks are using their influence to try and prevent animals 
being used in traditional Chinese medicine. 

More about this issue: http://www.arcworld.org/news.asp?pageID=891

CONSUMER CHOICES

We can choose what we buy and what we sell. What different choices do we have? Find examples in the text of 
things made out of ivory. What other material could humans have used instead?

Who in the story represents this viewpoint? Mother, Tom and Bella.  

Supporting quotes:

Wood, pp156–7: ‘The old carvers in China do carve exquisitely,’ observed Mother. ‘It’s such a shame that they 
still choose to use ivory. In her house in Paris, my grandmother had little wooden animals carved by Chinese 
ivory carvers. The way the light danced on the wood was just extraordinary and exquisite. I find wood much more 
beautiful than ivory.’

Plastic: ‘Ivory was made into piano keys,’ said Tom. Since 1956 Steinway and other piano manufacturers have 
used plastic for piano keys, and you cannot tell the difference.

Ornaments made of glass/china: ‘...ornaments,’ said Bella.

Metal, p150: ‘Brushes, and combs,’ said Bella.

In Africa people can decide what they want to sell too. It may not be the best choice for local communities to kill 
endangered animals which attract tourists. 

It is known that endangered species boosts local economies in Africa. For example, an elephant alive helps boost 
the economy with tourism by 371%. More about this issue: https://bit.ly/2EftEeU 

These communities have a number of alternative options to create an income, such as farming chickens or other 
animals, or tourism, where visitors pay to see the animals in their natural environments.
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ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Explain briefly to pupils the academic theories on the economics of a market. 
Background: humans observe a market in terms of economic theory. One basic theory 
is that if there are sellers, there are buyers; and if there are buyers, there are sellers. One 
side is called the supply side of the chain (ie, the sellers); and the other is the demand 
side of the chain (ie, the buyers).

Divide the class into two groups to create a market.
1. Half the class is the ‘supply’ side (selling)
2. Half the class is the ‘demand’ side (buying)

Each group should identify what the supply/demand side is, and identify who in the book 
was on that side of the market. (See Explore the market notes for discussion.)

Divide the class into three groups. Give each group a task to find evidence in chapter 27 
on three topics and how you might STOP demand. The three topics are:
1. Historical events
2. Legal changes
3. Economic theories
(See How we might stop demand notes below.)

What are 
markets?

Explore 
the market

How can we end 
demand in the 
illegal wildlife 
trade?

Exercise 2: 

Identify how a market might apply to ivory: those people selling ivory belong to the ‘supply’ side of the market. 
Those buying ivory belong to the ‘demand’ side of the market.  

Can you identify characters in the book that are on each side of the market? Give one group the topic 
of ‘supply’ and the other ‘demand’. Ask them to discuss and present to the class. Children can enhance their 
presentation by identifying other markets for endangered animals – for example, they could refer to smuggling 
pangolin in luggage, big cats being taken as pets or killed for their bones and rhino being killed for its horn. Give 
children animal fact packs on elephant, rhino, cheetah and pangolin.

What is the supply side of the market in the book? In terms of ivory, this would be stopping the slaughter of 
elephants in Africa and also Asia.  

Who is part of the supply chain? Sir Reginald Ashurst is part of the supply chain. Extra points if children also 
identify the policemen and the secretary. Without these three characters facilitating and not stopping the trade, 
the trade in ivory will continue. Every part of the chain is important. 

Where does ivory come from? Ivory is mainly taken from Africa. However, communities around elephants are now 
beginning to realise how valuable elephants are and are working to protect them.

What is the demand side of the market in the book? Anyone using ivory.  

Who is part of the demand chain? Anyone consuming or using ivory, for example, Josephine wears an ivory 
bracelet and is therefore part of the demand side of the market. Anyone who might buy the ivory tusks from the Sir 
Reginald Ashurst/the crooks.

If you wanted to stop a market, how might you do this? Apply what you have just learned about supply and 
demand. What is the supply side of the market for ivory tusk and rhino horn? What is the demand side of the 
market for ivory tusk and rhino horn? If there was no supply the market would stop. If there was no demand the 
market would also stop.

Understanding the market for ivory 
and endangered animals

In this activity, pupils consider economic theories on markets and ivory and how to end consumer demand.

Explore the market: supply & demand  
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A SHORT HISTORY OF ELEPHANT POACHING

Tell pupils about the recent history of elephant populations: the illegal killing of elephants for their ivory has 
persisted over the centuries – in the 1800s, the African elephant population was estimated at 26 million, by the 
1900s it had fallen by half to an estimated 13 million. 

By 1913, the USA was consuming 200 tonnes of ivory per year. The African elephant population dropped to an 
estimated 10 million.  

In 1977, the African elephant was listed on CITES, but they allow for ‘commercial ivory trade’. In 1979 there 
were an estimated 1.3 million elephants according to the first Pan-Africa elephant survey led by Dr Iain Douglas-
Hamilton.  

Ten years later, in 1988, the African elephant population had fallen by over half. In 1989, there was a global ban, 
with only 600,000 elephants remaining. Between 1989 and 1999, elephant populations grew.  

However, in 1999, CITES allowed a first ‘one-off sale’ of stockpiled ivory (confiscated ivory from Botswana, Namibia 
and Zimbabwe). 

There were further sales approved in 2002, and the actual sale was in 2008 to two approved buyers Japan and 
China (confiscated ivory from South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe). Between 2009 and 2013, research 
revealed poaching of elephants for their tusks and trafficking of ivory occurred at alarming levels, surpassing a level 
at which elephant populations can naturally reproduce.  

Today there are between 350,000 and 500,000 elephants left (Vulcan and ICUN). Over a century the population 
has fallen by 98%. Please refer to the Great Elephant Census for key milestones (http://www.greatelephantcensus.
com/background-on-conservation/).

HOW MIGHT YOU STOP DEMAND?

Historical evidence: in the past have there been any success stories when supply/demand changed? In 1989 the 
ivory pyres were burned. 

A supporting quote (from Josephine and Tom), p151: ‘I remember when I first arrived in Africa, in 1989, I saw 
pictures on the news of Kenya burning its stores of ivory,’ said Josephine. ‘Why did they burn ivory?’ asked Tom. 
‘To send a powerful message to the world,’ said Josephine. ‘To make people aware of just how endangered 
elephants are. By burning ivory they also wanted to show the poachers how worthless and futile their work was.’

Legal changes: laws were changed, and then for 10 years elephant populations grew. 

A supporting quote (from Bella and Johnny), p151: ‘It was successful because a few months later there was a world 
ban on ivory poaching,’ added Bella. ‘Yes, the population started to grow, but it only worked for about ten years,’ 
said Johnny.

Economic theory: there was a theory that if you flood the market, the price would decrease and the market would 
shrink. In fact, the theory did not work and the market grew with the increased supply of ivory.  

A supporting quote (from Uncle Cosmo and Johnny), pp151–2: ‘There were some official sales of the 
confiscated ivory. It’s not entirely clear, but I think that these sales actually 
increased the demand for ivory,’ said Uncle Cosmo. ‘Old ivory goes yellow, 
and new ivory is white. The sales certainly made it easier to trade in 
illegal, new, white ivory, and to pass it off as legal ivory from the official 
sales. ... With more ivory available from these official 
sales, it makes sense that the ivory market would grow,’ 
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How we might STOP demand  
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ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Have pupils analyse evidence from the book, and conduct further independent research. 

The status is constantly changing for endangered species. Pupils should research factual 
evidence on the current status of elephants, how many are currently left and how 
elephants help local communities. See ideas for research themes below.  

During the exercise, pupils can consider the source of the material, and think critically 
about what biases the author of the material may have. The numbers of elephants depend 
on the system used to count them – for example, they could research and compare the 
ICUN method (500,000) with the method used by Vulcan in The Great Elephant Survey 
(350,000). 

Research the 
current status 
of elephants

Exercise 3:  Elephant maths

Evidence from the book 

Find the current status for elephants. How many elephants are left?

A supporting quote (from Johnny and Tom), p152: ‘Now there are fewer than half a million elephants left in Africa,’ 
said Johnny. ‘Far fewer,’ said Tom, ‘and it’s falling rapidly. The latest figures are roughly 350,000 to 500,000 in 
Africa and about 45,000 in Asia.’ 

Pupils may research independent websites for factual evidence, as these statistics are constantly changing, and 
numbers depend on the system used to count them.  

Reliable sources 

IUCN African elephant status report from 2016 (https://iucn.org/ssc-groups/mammals/african-elephant-specialist-
group). The African elephant status report 2016: an update from the African Elephant Database, says that: In the 
AESR 2016, the estimated number of elephants in areas surveyed in the last ten years in Africa is 415,428 ± 20,111 
at the time of the last survey for each area. There may be an additional 117,127 to 135,384 elephants in areas not 
systematically surveyed.

IUCN Asian Elephant Group (https://asesg.org/index.php)

For example, refer to the Vulcan website with the Great Elephant Census of 2016 (https://bit.ly/2BVoe5p) 
and the Great Elephant Census (https://bit.ly/2b6OOPU and map of elephants: https://bit.ly/2BUeSKa)

In 2016, CITES passed resolution calling for all countries to close domestic ivory markets and votes 
down proposals by Namibia and Zimbabwe to open legal ivory trade form their countries. 

Elephant maths 

Use the latest statistics to do some Elephant maths. (e.g. see the Global Wildlife Programme https://
bit.ly/2nsqs7r and other World Bank documents: https://bit.ly/2StcCic) The status of elephants is always 
changing as experts work to track and accurately estimate the current population. For example, if it is 
estimated the illegal wildlife trade is killing elephants at a rate of 33,000 per year, and in 2016 there were 
only 350,000 left, how much time do elephants have? If it’s estimated there are 500,000 elephants left and 
they are being killed at a rate of 20,000 per year, how long does the species have left? What can we do 
to help elephants?

In 2015, the World Bank stated that more needed to be done to ‘prevent the wholesale slaughter 
into extinction of the African elephant population within the next decade.’ 

In this activity, pupils analyse evidence from the text and research the current status of elephants.

Research ideas  
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ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Pupils can form their own opinions, and debate for or against each proposition. Questions 
for potential classroom debates suggested include:

• How powerful are consumers? Who holds the power to decide the fate of elephants 
and other wild and endangered animals? Discuss.  

• How could we persuade people to stop buying and selling ivory? Ask pupils to 
debate the issue of how we could persuade people to stop buying and selling ivory.

See the supporting notes below for more background on each topic. 

Classroom 
debate

Exercise 4:  Classroom debate on the illegal wildlife trade

POWER OF CONSUMERS?

Do you think that consumers have the power to decide if they value elephants alive or dead?  
• An elephant alive helps boost the economy with tourism by 371% – see https://financialtribune.com/articles/

people/52844/elephant-poaching-costs-africa-millions
• There are 7.7 billion people in the world. At last count there were 350,000 to 500,000 elephants left. If 

everyone decides not to buy or sell ivory, then the elephant population can grow.  
• Humans are the elephant’s main predator. If humans stop using ivory, then elephants will survive.

HOW COULD WE PERSUADE PEOPLE TO STOP BUYING AND SELLING IVORY?

1. Make legal changes e.g. international ban on buying or selling ivory
 
Argument for: it did work in 1989; it may have worked on a psychological level (showing poachers how worthless 
their work was). 

A supporting quote (from Josephine), p151: ‘By burning ivory they also wanted to show the poachers how 
worthless and futile their work was.’  

Argument against: legal changes alone are not enough and populations are now much lower despite the ban in 
1989. In addition, there have been some legal sales of ivory, which can undo the work of a ban.

A supporting quote, p151: ‘There were some official sales of the confiscated ivory. It’s not entirely clear why, but I 
think that these sales actually increased the demand for ivory,’ said Uncle Cosmo. ‘Old ivory goes yellow, and new 
ivory is white. The sales certainly made it easier to trade in illegal, new, white ivory, and to pass it off as legal ivory 
from the official sales.’

2. Destroy all ivory 

Argument for: the burning stacks of ivory – it may have educated the public because photographs of burning 
pyres of ivory were seen globally. 

A supporting quote, p151: ‘I remember when I first arrived in Africa, in 1989, I saw pictures on the news of Kenya 
burning its stores of ivory,’ said Josephine. ‘Why did they burn ivory?’ asked Tom. ‘To send a powerful message to 
the world,’ said Josephine. ‘To make people aware of just how endangered elephants are...’

Argument against: it does not bring back the elephants.  

Supporting quotes, p149: ‘[Burning ivory] wouldn’t bring the elephants back,’ said Father.  
p156: ‘No man is an island – we all make a difference,’ said Father.

Exercises 1–3 give pupils the building blocks to think – now they’re ready for classroom debate.

Debate topics background information  
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3. Educate 

Show consumers the numbers of elephants alive, multiplied by the rate of killing, and the prediction of the World 
Bank that there will be no elephants left within a decade if the killing continues (i.e. 2015 report – within a decade 
would be by 2025). 

Link to World Bank Report: https://bit.ly/2StcCic 

Argument for: make demand side of market aware of the consequences.

A supporting quote, p153: ‘You know, some scientists say that elephants are likely to be extinct in the wild within 
ten years,’ said Tom. ‘I’ve read it may only be six years,’ said Johnny. ‘No one knows the exact time – might even 
be twenty years,’ said Uncle Cosmo. ‘There are so many great people and charities working to save them, that 
maybe – just maybe – elephants have a chance.’

Argument against: no one knows the future. Numbers change. 

Many charities, government and private sector initiatives are working to stop supply and demand.

A supporting quote, p153: ‘No one knows the exact time….’ said Uncle Cosmo.

4. Community protection 

Communities in Africa now realise how much these animals are worth alive. 

There is much work being done to train rangers, fly drones over Africa to catch poachers, and sometimes the 
poachers are changing sides and understanding that they must protect these animals. 

Those people who sell animal parts because they are poor and need to feed their families are being taught to look 
for alternative solutions. 

The World Bank has linked poverty, and alleviating poverty as a key to ending the Illegal Wildlife Trade. 

The communities near endangered animals are finding their own leadership to help shift the imbalance against 
animals and to end poverty. 
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ACTIVITY TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Ask pupils to choose a character whose perspective they identify with most. Divide the 
room into groups. Ask students to write down their favourite character and find anyone 
with the same character name to form a group.  

Once pupils have formed character groups, ask them to discuss why they liked that 
character. Analyse what their character’s view on the ivory trade is. Ask them to find 
quotes supporting the character’s perspective on ivory.

See the list of quotes below. You may wish to give this list to younger pupils, and ask 
older pupils to look through the text and find relevant quotes to support the viewpoints. 

Choose a 
character

Character 
analysis

Exercise 5:  Story analysis – Perspectives on the illegal wildlife trade

JOSEPHINE 

p149: ‘But I love my bracelet! It is very old, and I am sure it was made before they really realised how endangered 
elephants are,’ said Josephine. ‘It reminds me of my grandmother. It’s so beautiful.’

p150: ‘…brushes, combs and ornaments,’ said Bella. ‘Lots of pretty things,’ said Josephine.

pp149–50: ‘…people have been carving beautiful objects since the ice ages,’ said Josephine. ‘It is part of human 
culture.’

There are contradictory messages as Josephine’s character develops her ideas, and we see character progression.  

p151: ‘By burning ivory they also wanted to show the poachers how worthless and futile their work was.’

p 157: ‘I agree,’ said Josephine. ‘I would happily give my bracelet. After listening to you children talk, I won’t wear 
this bracelet again. I think that only elephants should wear ivory.’ They all smiled at Josephine.

ROSE

p149: ‘But, Josephine, the world would be better with more elephants, don’t you agree?’ asked Rose kindly. 

p150: ‘Don’t we have enough ivory, if we’ve been carving since the ice ages?’ asked Rose.

p157: ‘Wouldn’t it be better,’ said Rose, ‘to build a few large museums for all the ivory in the world?  That way 
people could give their ivory to the museum.’

p158: ‘It’s so selfish to want to own ivory,’ said Rose.

This activity asks pupils to analyse the book and its different viewpoints on the illegal wildlife trade.

Essay writing What would you suggest people do to save endangered species? Write an 
essay and send it to the author Zella Hunter. The best essays will be selected annually and 
displayed on the author’s website. A prize and a signed book will be sent to the winning 
schools.

Conference Join with local or partner schools to create an Illegal Wildlife Trade conference.  
Ask students to organise the conference, where the issues of Illegal Wildlife Trade are debated 
by students. Invite media to report on the conference.

EXTENSION

Character viewpoints: Quotes from the text 
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BELLA

p148: ‘The world is a much nicer place with more elephants and less jewellery,’ said Bella.

p153: ‘Elephants cry; just like us, their eyes well with tears.’

p154: ‘Tusks grow throughout an elephant’s life. Poachers kill the elephant to get their tusks. The traders call them 
blood teeth. It’s so brutal!’ said Bella. 

TOM

p158: ‘Can people think of nothing better to compete for?’ said Tom.  

p156: ‘I hate ivory ornaments,’ said Tom. ‘They remind me that an elephant has died.’ 

p154: ‘Elephants are highly intelligent,’ said Tom.  

On the rhino, p155: ‘Anyone could obtain this treasured keratin just by grinding up their own toenail clippings,’ 
said Tom.

FREDDIE

p154: ‘[Elephants are] just like us,’ said Freddie. 

JOHNNY

p157: ‘My friends would think less of me if I bought ivory,’ said Johnny.

MOTHER

‘Surely,’ said Mother in a conciliatory tone, ‘one small bracelet doesn’t make a difference.’ 

FATHER

p149: ‘[burning ivory] wouldn’t bring the elephants back,’ said Father.  

p156: ‘No man is an island – we all make a difference,’ said Father.

UNCLE CRISPIN

p150: Industrialisation meant that, ‘a much larger number of people had money to buy luxurious things,’ said 
Uncle Crispin.

UNCLE COSMO

‘The bracelet isn’t so bad. After all, Josephine didn’t buy the bracelet or kill an elephant for it.  It was a gift,’ said 
Uncle Cosmo.  

On the rhino, p155: ‘it is pointless to kill rhino for keratin,’ said Uncle Cosmo. 

p153: ‘No one knows the exact time – might even be twenty years,’ said Uncle Cosmo. ‘There are so many great 
people and charities working to save them, that maybe – just maybe – elephants have a chance.’
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